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Pastor Pascal & Bishop Athanase with
Instructor Certificates, F2F hats and
203 commitments

Mike Teaching the
Evangecube great job Mike

Well it’s over, four days of intense training by two qualified
Faith Trainers and 46 Pastors, Evangelist and church
leaders are smiling as they walk out the door. They know
that the105 Salvation’s and the 98 people that recommitted
themselves to the Lord plus the 255 that heard the plan of
salvation is a reflection of their commitment to serve not
sit. Not bad for three hours on the street.

The record holder for being the
youngest student

Multiple times a day they trudge down to the lake
to get water, some travel miles.

It has been wonderful seeing their faces as they absorb
Bible truths they hadn’t heard or didn’t understand before.
We feel very confident that this class will go far.
My only heartache is we didn’t have enough Bibles for
everyone. We ran out of Bibles before we even started the
last days training. We heard stories of “I had to borrow this
Bible to attend training” and “another Pastor and I share
this Bible”. Hopefully, we can send some money back to
buy Bibles for all the new believers and attendees.
On the last day my team went to visit a couple that were
known to not be believers. They weren’t home but a friend
invited us to her house. Sitting on the rocks in front of her
house we learn she knows about God but doesn’t have a
relationship with him. By the time we finish three teenagers
and a neighbor have prayed to accept Christ. What a
wonderful way to end the day.

It’s hard work carrying 1 or 2, 5 gal water jugs

Unchaperoned kids learn early what real work is.

Thank you friends and family for keeping us in your
prayers, this has been an extremely productive week.
Don & Mike in Goma, DR Congo.

Everyone has to stop and take a break once in a
while.

